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“Pre-COVID-19, the breakfast and lunch occasions were
moving from in-home consumption to out-of-home due to

the time pressures of modern life. As that trend has
backpedalled drastically, butter and spreads are benefitting
from increased usage, which is set to continue in 2020 and

beyond."
- Emma McGeown, Senior Food & Drink Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• The impact of COVID-19 on consumer behaviour and the butter and spreads category.
• Opportunities for butter and spreads during the COVID-19 pandemic.
• Purchase drivers and determining what is most important when buying butter and

spreads.
• Barriers to overcome for butter in terms of health and the environment.
• Ways that spreads can engage health-conscious consumers and appeal to parents.

The COVID-19 outbreak and induced recession is driving renewed demand for butter, butter-like
spreads and sweet spreads at retail. As Irish consumers are spending considerably more time at home
and sourcing fewer meals from foodservice, butter and sweet spreads have firmly cemented their place
in the breakfast and lunch occasion.

The incoming squeeze on incomes will also see growth of packed lunches, prompting more demand for
butter and butter-like spreads. As consumers reduce their outgoings they will also be looking for more
affordable leisure activities at home, as they have done during lockdown, boosting the appeal of home
cooking and baking – opening up more opportunities for butter and sweet spreads.
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Figure 38: Hartley’s full product portfolio, including best jam, smooth jam and food service, 2020.

Recent developments

Butter and jam continue to be staples in Irish households

Toast is the most common pairing with butter and spreads

Low fat content associated with healthy spreads

Price is the most important factor when buying butter

Health claims are worth paying a premium

Spreadable butter tops preferences but block butter is a close second
Figure 39: Types of butter and butter-like spreads used in the last three months, NI and RoI, April 2020

Parents opt for spreadable butter
Figure 40: Consumers who have used spreadable butter in the last three months, by age of child/ren, NI and RoI, April 2020

Butter eaten less by younger consumers
Figure 41: Consumers who have used butter in the last three months, by age, NI and RoI, April 2020

Figure 42: Consumers who agreed that ‘country of origin’ is most important when choosing butter or butter-like spreads, by age, NI
and RoI, April 2020

Jam is the most popular spread
Figure 43: Types of sweet and savoury spreads used in the last three months, NI and RoI, April 2020

Families are strong users of jam
Figure 44: Consumers who have used jam in the last three months, by age of child/ren, NI and RoI, April 2020

Younger consumers prefer chocolate spread
Figure 45: Consumers who have used chocolate spread in the last three months, by age, NI and RoI, April 2020

On toast is the top usage of butter and spreads
Figure 46: Usage of butter, butter-like spread and sweet/savoury spreads in the last three months, NI and RoI, April 2020

Block butter used most on bread
Figure 47: Usage of block butter in the last three months, NI and RoI, April 2020

Spreadable butter eaten most on toast
Figure 48: Usage of spreadable butter/butter-like spreads in the last three months, NI and RoI, April 2020

Sweet spreads tend to be eaten most with bread
Figure 49: Usage of sweet and savoury spreads in the last three months, NI and RoI, April 2020

Figure 50: Consumers who have used sweet/savoury spread on toast/bread in the last three months, NI and RoI, April 2020

Healthy spreads driven by fat content and natural ingredients
Figure 51: Factors consumers think would make a spread 'healthy', NI and RoI, April 2020

Low fat and heart health important to seniors
Figure 52: Consumers who associated a healthy spread with ‘low saturated fat’ and ‘helps with heart health’ claims, NI and RoI, April
2020
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All-natural ingredient claims hold strong appeal for women
Figure 53: Consumers who associated a healthy spread with ‘all-natural ingredients’, NI and RoI, April 2020

Half of consumers noted price as the most important factor
Figure 54: Factors consumers noted were most important when buying butter/butter-like spreads, NI and RoI, April 2020

Easy to spread holds stronger appeal among mature consumers
Figure 55: Consumer who consider ‘easy to spread’ the most important factor when choosing butter and butter-like spreads, NI and
RoI, April 2020

Flavour and price go hand-in-hand
Figure 56: Consumer who consider ‘price’ and ‘flavour’ the most important factors when choosing butter and butter-like spreads, NI
and RoI, April 2020

Own-label spreads could see a resurgence due to COVID-19

Additives in butter and spreads remain a concern
Figure 57: Agreement with statements related to butter and spreads in relation to health, NI and RoI, April 2020

Low sugar and salt demanded in butter and spreads
Figure 58: agreement with the statement ‘I am worried about the salt content in them’ and ‘I am worried about the sugar content in
them ‘, NI and RoI, April 2020

Millennials are more likely to pay for health boosts
Figure 59: Consumers agreement with the statement ‘I think it's worth paying more for those with health claims (eg good for heart or
bone health)’ by age, NI and RoI, April 2020

Block butter seen as more natural
Figure 60: Agreement with statements related to butter and spreads, NI and RoI, April 2020

Taste more important for mature consumers
Figure 61: Consumer agreement with the statement ‘I think taste is more important than anything else for butters/ butter-like spreads’
by age, NI and RoI, April 2020

Younger consumers more concerned about the environment
Figure 62: Consumers who agreed with the statement ‘I worry about the impact dairy production has on the environment’, by age, NI
and RoI, April 2020
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